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Store for an interactive, digitally enhanced experience for
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FROM FASCINATION

A yearning heart can never be still. The Infiniti QX60
captivates with possibility, transforming the 7-passenger
crossover with a harmonious connection between
expressive design, attention to detail and intuitive
technology. Experience luxury made sensory, and desire
with unprecedented potential.

EASY THIRD-ROW ACCESS welcomes your guests
with effortless entry to the rear of the cabin,
sliding and tilting—child seat in place or absent—
to offer a generous opening.1 An interior should
be as accommodating as it is spacious.

SLIDING SECOND-ROW SEATS go to
lengths—sliding 5.5 inches forward and
rearward—to tailor legroom in the second
or third row. Because comfort is personal
to every passenger.1

INTELLIGENT ALL-WHEEL DRIVE 2
empowers you with confidence by
constantly monitoring wheelspin,
automatically adjusting to changing
conditions for enhanced traction
and control.

HYBRID POWERTRAIN 2 is designed
with emotion in mind, masterfully
crafted to maintain the power and
dynamic drive of a luxury V6, with a
surprising 28 mpg on the highway.3

FROM ANTICIPATION

Relish what lies ahead. There’s
pleasure in seeing it clearly, knowing
you’re prepared to respond to—or take
advantage of—every possibility.

AROUND VIEW ® MONITOR 2,4 gives you a virtual
360° view of your environment while parking.
You see your surroundings as though from
above for an extraordinary level of awareness.

BACKUP COLLISION INTERVENTION 2,5 is
a visionary technology that extends your
awareness and your confidence. It scans the
area behind your car, and—as you back up—
can warn you if it detects rear cross-traffic and
large stationary objects. It can even brake for
you to help you avoid them.

FROM DEVOTION

TRI-ZONE AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL
indulges every passenger with personal comfort,
offering climate controls for three distinct zones.

ADVANCED CLIMATE CONTROL SYSTEM 2,6 cleanses
the air itself of most allergens, germs and odors,
for rejuvenation in every breath. Dedication defines
even what you can’t see.

FROM DEEP

The more passionately you feel about an
objective, the more intensely it will draw
you in to its fulfillment. Create your perfect
moments and surround yourself with every
beautiful, harmonious detail.

BOSE ® CABIN SURROUND ®2 envelops you, creating
depth and ambiance for a wider, more immersive
sound. This unique system delivers music’s power
from the front, with sound washing through the
cabin, as in a live performance.

OBJECT OF ATTRACTION
2015 INFINITI QX60

AMBIANCE
A welcoming and evocative space is measured by its ability to stir your emotions.

360
PEOPLE

VISUAL INSPIRATION Welcome all passengers with an
uncompromised vision of hospitality. While the sense of
openness and light brightens the mood of the cabin, the
QX60’s signature panoramic moonroof 2 is grand enough
to offer an inspiring view of the sky for the second
and third rows.

SAVOR THE STILLNESS Electronic engine mounts
instantaneously adjust the mount damping to ensure
exceptional interior tranquility. Using sensory technology,
they provide active vibration control, even while the QX60
hybrid engine is idling.2

6

COUNTRIES

.48

MILLIMETERS

MATCHLESS MATERIALS Glide your hand across the
armrest, and your fingertips seem to recognize the
instinctively rewarding feel. This is purely intentional.
We took one-and-a-half years, surveying 360 people
all over the world to quantify the most pleasing tactile
feel, then created the perfect materials to match it. With
tension and texture that match the depth and spacing
of the ridges in your fingerprint, it imbues the surfaces
you’ll engage most with the perfect touch.

EVERY BREATH FRESHER AND CLEANER Even the invisible is never
overlooked. The Advanced Climate Control System 2,6 features the innovative
Plasmacluster ® air purifier, which actively cleans the air inside your cabin.
It produces positive and negative ions that help prevent odors from sticking
to interior materials and even helps suppress mold and viruses. Your interior
not only stays fresh, so does your clothing. It works in concert with the
Grape Polyphenol Filter, which helps remove up to 99.5% of allergens
from the air coming in from the outside.

ACCOMMODATION
A spacious interior, which easily accommodates the most varied of lifestyles, always conforms, and never constrains.

ROW 2

ABUNDANT SPACE The QX60 provides versatility precisely
tailored to the needs of every guest. Its low, wide stance helps
maximize head and hip room for all seven passengers. Interior
elements like the roof and windshield pillars were tapered and
shaped to give the impression of generous space. And the backs
of the supportive front seats give rear passengers more legroom.

COMFORT ZONES Because all guests have a personal idea of
comfort, tri-zone automatic temperature control offers three distinct
climate zones. The driver, front passenger and rear passengers each
enjoying their own set of controls. The intelligent system will take it
from there, maintaining the climate to each personal setting.

41.7"

31˚

MAXIMIZE VERSATILIT Y The expansive interior was intelligently
designed to adapt its volume to your needs. Optimize your cargo
capabilities with 60/40-split second-row seats and 50/50-split thirdrow seats that fold virtually flat, providing a surface big enough to
accommodate the most adventurous packing, so you can feel free to
engage in ambitious planning.

19˚

ACCOMMODATING ACCESS The ingenious, sliding
second-row seats maximize legroom comfort, and
the ability to tilt seats forward on one side, even
with a child seat installed, allows access to the
third row with far less effort.1

PERFORM
On its surface you’ll find spacious luxury. At its foundation—the thrilling
dynamics of Infiniti Direct Response performance engineering.

EXCEPTIONALLY SMOOTH The QX60 changes the way
you feel power without ever changing gears, thanks to
a Continuously Variable Transmission. CVT replaces
traditional gears with a continuously adjusting belt,
meaning you’ll always have the optimum setting for
responsive acceleration, fuel efficiency and the
feeling of effortless smoothness.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR DRIVE Infiniti Drive Mode Selector
allows you to select a driving experience that fits
your needs of the moment, with four available modes:
Standard, appropriate for everyday conditions; Eco
Mode, which increases fuel economy; Sport Mode,
which allows for sportier acceleration; and Snow Mode,
helping you maintain control and avoid spinning wheels
in snowy conditions.

EFFICIENT INVIGORATION No hybrid design is quite
like it, and none comes close to matching its emotional
intensity. The powerful 15 kW electric motor and cuttingedge lithium-ion batteries of the Infiniti Direct Response
Hybrid ® complement the gasoline engine to provide a
driving range of over 500 miles, yet when you call for
power it accelerates with a quickness that feels
heightened, never compromised.2

POWER TO PULL MORE The QX60 is an exceptional
combination of luxury and utility, offering up to 5,000 lbs.
of towing capacity.7 Its chassis strength and 248 poundfeet of torque offer the capability to move significant
loads without much effort.2

LIMITLESS RUSH Acceleration Swell is our vision of
power, dedicated to delivering a shape and feel to
acceleration. By tuning Infiniti engines to unleash
torque over a broader rev range, the force you feel
seems to increase the faster you go—building like the
rush of a continually rising wave, peaking ever higher.
The emotional energy surges in tandem, making Swell
feel like a limitless rush more than a momentary thrill.

2.5

L

SUPERCHARGED
HYBRID 4CYL

3.5
V6

L

ENGINES The true excellence of the QX60’s engines lies in the feeling experienced
as you drive. The 3.5-liter V6 engine features VVEL ® technology to adjust on the fly
to make the most of every bit of fuel and every breath it takes, resulting in a stirring
265 hp while also achieving 21/27 mpg.3 Meanwhile, the 2.5-liter supercharged fourcylinder engine with Infiniti Direct Response Hybrid ® defies everything you think
about hybrids. It has a combined system power of 250 horsepower that responds
with stirring quickness while it achieves a surprising 28 mpg on the highway.3

POWER WHERE YOU NEED IT Intelligent All-Wheel
Drive 2 satisfies both your need for control and desire
for performance by intuitively adjusting to driving
conditions. By constantly monitoring wheelspin, throttle
position and vehicle speed, the system automatically
diverts up to 50% of the power to the rear wheels,
enhancing traction and control when conditions are
compromised. When all-wheel drive is not needed,
100% of the power is channeled to the front wheels.

ASSIST/ENTERTAIN
Infiniti InSuite ™ integrates a host of intuitive technologies
to simplify tasks and anticipate your needs as they keep you
in touch with and in control of your world.

PERSONAL PERFORMANCE With dual 7-inch headrest
monitors,2 rear-seat passengers can experience their own
personal entertainment by playing their own movies or
games, even while those in front enjoy their own music.

1

2

360˚
VIEW

3

4

ALL-AROUND AWARENESS The Around View ® Monitor with Moving Object
Detection 2,8 and Front and Rear Sonar System 2,9 gives you exceptional
awareness of your environment as you park. You’ll see a simulated 360°
view from above, showing you clearly the objects detected around your
car. And the system will even alert you to moving objects detected in
your vicinity. It helps put you intuitively in control of your surroundings,
while simultaneously putting you at ease.

EASE IN TRAFFIC Intelligent Cruise Control (FullSpeed Range) 2,10 allows you to choose your desired
speed and following distance, and automatically
adjusts your speed in slowing traffic, going all the
way to a complete stop. This visionary feature and
the personalized convenience it offers is available
with a simple touch of a button.

AUDITORY INDULGENCE Create precisely the mood you
desire, everywhere you go. With 15 speakers, including
two subwoofers, the Bose ® Cabin Surround ® sound system
delivers your music with captivating depth and astonishing
clarity. You’ll also enjoy greater selection: play CDs,
stream music from a compatible Bluetooth ® device or
SiriusXM Satellite Radio, or connect and control your
iPod ® via the USB port.2,11,12,13

EMPOWERING YOUR TOUCH The Infiniti Controller puts
intuitive, simple control of your technology systems at
your fingertips. Designed to fall naturally within your
reach, it allows you to interact via a variety of inputs
and with clearly marked buttons and commands. What’s
more, a single press can bring you from one major
system to another.

SPEAK YOUR DESIRE Infiniti Voice Recognition 2 allows
you to set a destination on the navigation system, call a
contact from your phone, play an audio track and much
more without lifting your hands from the wheel. The
system recognizes a wide variety of commands, making
your life that much simpler and more elegant.

PROTECTION
The Infiniti Safety Shield ® concept—our comprehensive approach to
safety—layers technologies to monitor conditions, help you avoid a
collision, and help protect you and your passengers if one occurs.

1350 MPa
U LT R A - H I G H
T E N SI L E ST E E L

59 0 MPa
CO N V E N T I O N A L
ST E E L

STRONGER AND LIGHTER Ultra high-strength steel
is used to help enhance your safety in the case of
a collision. The unique process used to create this
material can give it more than twice the tensile
strength of conventional steel. Not only does this
ultra-strong material add to the vehicle’s resiliency,
it allows us to make the vehicle lighter overall.

BETTER STABILIT Y WHILE STOPPING Electronic Brake force
Distribution adjusts the amount of brake force applied to the
front and rear wheels for improved braking performance. It
not only helps the brakes wear more evenly, it reduces frontend “dive” during heavy braking, increasing your directional
stability and ability to control the vehicle. The system also
detects vehicle-load conditions, and distributes additional
brake pressure to the rear brakes as needed.

ALWAYS LOOKING FOR DANGER Intelligent Brake Assist
with Forward Collision Warning 2,14,1 5 uses a sensor to
continuously monitor and analyze your closing speed to
the vehicle ahead of you, helping detect an imminent
collision. It provides a two-stage warning to alert the
driver as the vehicle moves towards impact and—if
needed—can automatically engage the brakes to help
reduce collision speed and impact.

MAINTAINING YOUR LANE The Lane Departure Warning
(LDW) System 2,16 uses a camera to watch for departure from
the traveling lane when you haven’t signaled, and audibly
warns you if it’s detected. Then, if drift continues, the
Lane Departure Prevention (LDP) System 2,16 lightly applies
selected brakes to help ease your vehicle back into the
travel lane. But you never give up control. It’s designed to
assist, not override.

REVERSE WITH GREATER CONFIDENCE Backup Collision
Intervention 2,5 employs an advanced set of sensors to help
detect vehicles approaching from either side as you back
up. If a vehicle is detected, the system alerts you—first,
a warning light appears, then an audible alarm sounds,
followed by gas pedal-force feedback. The system can even
intervene by automatically engaging the brakes to help
avoid a collision.

PREPARED TO PROTECT Under certain braking
conditions or when the Intelligent Brake Assist 2,14
system is activated without brake pedal input, the
Front-seat Pre-Crash Seat Belts 2 automatically tighten
the front seat belts—helping restrain you and helping
to maximize the effectiveness of the other occupant
protection devices, such as air bags.

ENHANCED PROTECTION Infiniti puts an array of
air bags between you and an impact, including
dual-stage front supplemental air bags of the
Infiniti Advanced Air Bag System that adjust
inflation rates based on the severity of the
crash and seat belt usage. Also featured are
front seat-mounted side-impact supplemental
air bags and roof-mounted curtain side-impact
supplemental air bags with rollover sensor.17

SELECTION
Hues that change in response to light and angle. Matching exterior and
interior colors to reflect the distinctive energy and mood of the seasons.
These are two ways Infiniti designs color to evoke feeling, express
character, and shape the emotional essence of a vehicle.

MAPLE ACCENTS

KASANE WASHI

GRAPHITE LEATHER

JAVA LEATHER

INTERIOR TRIM

WHEAT LEATHER

BLACK OBSIDIAN (KH3)

EMERALD GRAPHITE (EAJ)

GRAPHITE SHADOW (KAD)

MIDNIGHT GARNET (NAB)

HERMOSA BLUE (BW5)

INTERIOR COLORS

LIQUID PLATINUM (K23)

MAJESTIC WHITE (QAB)*

EXTERIOR COLORS

WHEELS
Infiniti has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible representations of actual vehicle colors. Swatches may vary slightly due to the printing process and
whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors at your local Infiniti Retailer.
*Additional cost applies for this color option.

18 X 7.5-INCH ALUMINUM-ALLOY WHEELS

20 X 7.5-INCH ALUMINUM-ALLOY WHEELS

GENUINE INFINITI ACCESSORIES
The same exacting standards applied to the creation of an Infiniti vehicle go into designing and
manufacturing Genuine Infiniti Accessories. With a wide array of quality products designed to
integrate seamlessly, you can be assured of a custom fit and finish.18 For more information and to
shop online for Genuine Infiniti Accessories, go to parts.InfinitiUSA.com.

ROOF RAIL CROSSBARS 19 You’ll be able to greatly
increase the utility and capability of the QX60,
especially when you pair them with accessory
attachments. These crossbars are wind tunnel-tested
to improve their aerodynamics.

STAINLESS STEEL ILLUMINATED KICK PLATES
The Infiniti logo glows softly along the bottom of
the front door sills—a signature flourish you and your
passenger will appreciate every time you get in.

DUAL DVD HEAD RESTRAINT MONITORS These
bright, crisp monitors come complete with remote
control and headphones. They’re also capable of
working independently, allowing each rear passenger
to choose their own DVD or video game.

REMOTE ENGINE START 20 Integrating seamlessly with
the existing keyless entry system, remote engine start
is technology that caters to you. From a range of up to
200 ft., the engine will start and the advanced climate
control system will begin heating or cooling, making
sure the QX60 is exactly how you prefer it every time
you get in.

ALL-SEASON FLOOR MATS Custom-made of durable and
long-wearing material—they are designed to protect
the interior footwells and capture dirt, sand and other
debris while staying securely in place.

INTERIOR AMBIENT LIGHTING The warm and engaging
glow welcomes you as you get settled. It adds ambiance
to the interior and enhances its modern appeal.
ACCESSORIES SHOWN Roof rail crossbars,19 roof rails,19
and splash guards.

See video of Genuine Infiniti Accessories. Scan here.

SPECIFICATIONS
QX60 3.5

QX60 3.5
AWD

QX60
Hybrid

QX60
Hybrid AWD

QX60 3.5

QX60 3.5
AWD

QX60
Hybrid

QX60
Hybrid AWD

POWER

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR (continued)

Engine

Features

Third-row seatback-power return

3.5-liter 24-valve V6 engine, aluminum-alloy block and heads

•

•

2.5-liter Supercharged I4 Engine with Infiniti Direct Response Hybrid , utilizing a lithium-ion battery and 15 kW electric motor. Also
equipped with Electric Active Control Engine Mount (E-ACM)

•

®

•

Valvetrain
Double overhead camshaft (DOHC), 4 valves per cylinder with microfinished camshafts. Continuously Variable Valve Timing
Control System (CVTCS) optimizes opening of intake valves

•

•

Double overhead camshaft (DOHC), 4 valves per cylinder with microfinished camshafts. Continuously Variable Valve Timing
Control System (CVTCS) optimizes opening of intake and exhaust valves

•

•

Fuel Economy
EPA Estimated Fuel Economy (mpg)3 (city/highway)

21/27

19/26

26/28

25/28

Horsepower
265 hp @ 6,400 rpm

•

•

250 hp @ 5,600 rpm

•

•

Torque

Automatic-on/off High Intensity Discharge (HID) bi-functional xenon headlights

•

•

•

•

Kasane Washi interior trim

Integrated front fog lights

•

•

•

•

Maple interior accents

LED rear brake lights and center high-mounted stoplight (CHMSL)

•

•

•

•

Leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob

Power sliding tinted glass moonroof with one-touch auto-open/close, tilt feature and sliding sunshade

•

•

•

•

Power rear liftgate

•

•

•

•

Integrated rear spoiler

•

•

•

•

UV-reducing solar glass

•

•

•

•

Rear privacy glass

•

•

•

•

Bose® 13-speaker Premium Audio system, including AM/FM/CD/DVD with MP3 playback capability, Radio Data System (RDS)
and speed-sensitive volume control

Front door handle courtesy lights

•

•

•

•

Bose® Cabin Surround® 15-speaker sound system with digital 5.1-channel decoding

Power folding, heated outside mirrors

•

•

•

•

Active Noise Control

Speed-sensitive flat-blade front windshield wipers

•

•

•

•

Single in-dash CD player

Rear window intermittent wiper and defroster with timer

•

•

•

•

Single in-dash CD/DVD player

Aluminum front and rear doorsill plates

•

•

•

•

Streaming audio via Bluetooth® wireless technology 11

INTERIOR
Features

248 lb-ft @ 4,400 rpm

•

•

243 lb-ft @ 3,600 rpm

•

•

Transmission
Electronically controlled Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT). Manual shift mode offers sequentially selectable
manual gearshifts

•

Infiniti Drive Mode Selector allows driver to choose between Standard, Sport, Snow or Eco mode and controls throttle responses
and transmission mapping

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Drive Type
Front-wheel drive

•

Intelligent All-Wheel Drive (AWD)

•
•

•

Towing Capacity
3,500 lbs7

•

5,000 lbs7

•

•

•

HANDLING
Steering
Type

Vehicle-speed-sensitive power steering

•

•

•

•

Turning diameter

38.7 feet

•

•

•

•

•

•

USB connection port for iPod® interface and other compatible devices13

•

•

•

•

SiriusXM Satellite Radio12

•

•

•

•

Illuminated steering wheel-mounted audio controls

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Rear console-mounted and third-row side trim cooling vents

•

•

•

•

Power windows with illuminated switches and one-touch auto-up/down with auto-reverse feature

•

•

•

•

Power tilt and telescopic steering column

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Power door locks with automatic locking feature

•

•

•

•

Bluetooth® Hands-free Phone System11

Retained accessory power for windows and moonroof

•

•

•

•

Infiniti Controller for audio, climate control, fuel economy, maintenance, and comfort and convenience features

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Sequential welcome lighting illuminated entry system and overhead ambient light

•

•

•

•

7-inch color vehicle information display

Front sun visors with illuminated vanity mirrors and extensions

•

•

•

•

Energy usage instrument meter with special split-screen viewing displays. Display shows energy flow and real-time fuel efficiency

Overhead sunglasses storage

•

•

•

•

Infiniti Hard Drive Navigation System with 8-inch WVGA color touch-screen display, Lane Guidance and 3-D building graphics

Dual overhead front map lights, rear-seat reading lights

•

•

•

•

Infiniti Voice Recognition for audio, navigation and vehicle information systems

Dual front seatback map pockets; front door pockets

•

•

•

•

NavTraffic with Real-Time Traffic information12

8 cup holders and 6 bottle holders

•

•

•

•

NavWeather with Real-Time Weather and 3-day forecast 12

Front center console with armrest, dual-level storage compartment, 12-volt power outlet, auxiliary input jacks and USB connection
port13

•

•

•

•

RearView Monitor4

Second-row folding armrest with storage

•

•

•

•

Outside temperature display

•

•

•

•

Front and rear carpeted floor mats

•

•

•

•

Cargo net tie-down anchors in cargo area19

•

•

•

•

21

•

•

•

•

Auto-dimming inside mirror with HomeLink® Universal Transceiver

•

•

•

•

Cruise control with steering wheel-mounted switches

•

•

•

•

Infiniti Advanced Air Bag System (AABS) includes dual-stage front supplemental air bags with seat belt sensors and an occupantclassification sensor. Air bag inflation rate is adjusted depending on crash severity and seat belt usage. If the front-passenger’s
seat is empty, a sensor will deactivate the front-passenger air bag 17

•

•

•

•

Driver and front-passenger seat-mounted side-impact supplemental air bags17

•

•

•

•

Roof-mounted curtain side-impact supplemental air bags with rollover sensor for first-, second- and third-row outboard occupant
head protection17

•

•

•

•

3-point height-adjustable front seat belts with pretensioners and load limiters, driver’s seat Emergency Locking Retractor (ELR)
and passenger’s seat ELR and Automatic Locking Retractor (ALR)

•

•

•

•

Heated second-row seats (outboard only)

Rear 3-point seat belts with ELR and ALR

•

•

•

•

Heated steering wheel

Zone Body construction with reinforced passenger compartment and front and rear crumple zones

•

•

•

•

Climate-controlled front seats

LATCH System (Lower Anchors and Tethers for CHildren) helps simplify proper installation of compatible child restraint seats
(Second-row outboard only)

•

•

•

•

Child seat top tether anchors for second-row center seat and third-row passenger’s side seat

•

•

•

•

Electronic Brake force Distribution (EBD)

•

•

•

•

Brake Assist with Preview (BA)22

•

•

•

•

Around View Monitor with Moving Object Detection and Front and Rear Sonar System
®

8,9

SAFETY FEATURES
Safety

•

•

•

•

6-way power front-passenger’s seat

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Dual-occupant memory system for driver’s seat, steering wheel and outside mirrors, linked to individual Intelligent Keys
•

•

Entry/exit assist for driver’s seat and steering wheel

•

•

Heated front seats

60/40-split folding, sliding second-row bench seat
Multi-mode second-row seat for easy third-row entry/exit, including ability to access the third-row even with child seat installed
50/50-split folding third-row seat with recline
•

•

•

8-way power driver’s seat

•

•

•

•

•

•

Infiniti Intelligent-View™ Display

•

Temporary use, T165/90D18

•

Fine Vision electroluminescent gauges

•

Spare Tire

•

•

•

20 x 7.5-inch, split 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels with 235/55R20 all-season tires

•

•

•

Deluxe Touring
Package / Deluxe
Technology Package
/ 20" Wheel & Tire
Package

•

•

•

•

6-speaker audio system, including AM/FM/CD with MP3 playback capability, Radio Data System (RDS) and speed-sensitive
volume control

•

•

•

•

Audio and Entertainment System

Rear-seat heating vents under first- and second-row seats

•

•

•

Instrumentation and Driver Controls

Independent, multi-link with coil springs and shock absorbers, stabilizer bar

•

•

•

Independent, strut with coil springs over shock absorbers, stabilizer bar

18 x 7.5-inch, split 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels with 235/65R18 all-season tires

•

•

Rear

Standard

•

•

Front

Wheels and Tires

•

•

•

•

•

Tri-Zone Automatic Temperature Control system with microfilter

•

•

•

•

•

Regenerative Braking System

•

•

•

12.6 x 1.10-inch ventilated discs/12.13 x 0.63-inch ventilated discs; 4-wheel, 4-channel ABS

QX60
Hybrid AWD

•

Leather-appointed seating

Hybrid

QX60
Hybrid

•

Suspension

Front/Rear

QX60 3.5
AWD

Infiniti Intelligent Key with Illuminated Push Button Ignition

Seating and Trim

Brakes

QX60 3.5

1

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• Standard   Available

• Standard   Available

• Standard   Available

QX60 3.5

QX60 3.5
AWD

QX60
Hybrid

QX60
Hybrid AWD

QX60 3.5

SAFETY FEATURES (continued)

OPTION PACKAGES (continued)

Safety

20" Wheel & Tire Package Requires Premium Plus Package or Hybrid Premium Package.

4-wheel Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

•

•

•

•

Blind Spot Warning (BSW) helps alert the driver to a vehicle detected in the blind spot area23

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

LED taillights. Lighting faster than conventional taillights, they help give drivers behind you a quicker indication of your braking

•

•

•

•

Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) provides specific information for each tire and low pressure warning25

•

•

•

•

Security
Remote keyless entry system with selective unlocking of driver’s door or all doors

•

•

•

•

QX60 3.5
AWD

QX60
Hybrid

QX60
Hybrid AWD

40.7

40.7

40.7

40.7

Headroom with panoramic moonroof (inches)—2nd row

37.3

37.3

37.3

37.3

Headroom without panoramic moonroof (inches)—2nd row

38.3

38.3

38.3

38.3

Headroom with panoramic moonroof (inches)—3rd row

36.5

36.5

36.5

36.5

35

35

35

35

Legroom (inches)—Front

42.3

42.3

42.3

42.3

Lane Departure Warning (LDW) and Lane Departure Prevention (LDP) • Blind Spot Intervention (BSI ) • Front-seat Pre-Crash
Seat Belts

Legroom (inches)—2nd row

41.7

41.7

41.7

41.7

Legroom (inches)—3rd row

30.8

30.8

30.8

30.8

Hybrid Premium Package Includes Premium and Premium Plus Packages content. Requires Hybrid model.

Shoulder room (inches)—Front

60.3

60.3

60.3

60.3

Deluxe Technology Package Includes Maple interior accents. Includes Technology and Driver Assistance Packages content. Requires
Hybrid model and Hybrid Premium Package.

Shoulder room (inches)—2nd row

60.4

60.4

60.4

60.4

16

Approaching Vehicle Sound for Pedestrians (VSP)
Slide-away brake pedal assembly

Headroom (inches)—Front

®

Headroom without panoramic moonroof (inches)—3rd row

Technology Package Includes Driver Assistance Package content. Requires Deluxe Touring Package.
•

QX60 3.5

Interior

20 x 7.5-inch, split 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels with 235/55R20 all-season tires

20 x 7.5-inch, split 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels with 235/55R20 all-season tires • Bose Cabin Surround 15-speaker sound
system with digital 5.1-channel decoding • Second- and third-row moonroof with power rear sunshade • Advanced Climate Control
System (ACCS) with auto-recirculation, Plasmacluster® air purifier and Grape Polyphenol Filter6 • Climate-controlled front seats
• Heated second-row seats (outboard only) • 3rd-row seatback-power return

Lane Departure Warning (LDW) and Lane Departure Prevention (LDP) Systems. LDW sounds an audible warning when you start to
drift out of your lane and LDP selectively applies the brakes to help ease your vehicle back toward the center of the travel lane16
Vehicle Dynamic Control (VDC)

QX60
Hybrid AWD

DIMENSIONS (continued)

®

Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA). This available active safety feature continuously monitors and analyzes closing speeds to a vehicle
ahead or to a stationary obstacle. If the driver does not adequately respond to the Forward Collision Warning and a collision cannot
be avoided, IBA will automatically engage the brakes to help reduce speed, thus mitigating the consequences of the impact 14

24

QX60
Hybrid

Deluxe Touring Package Includes Maple interior accents. Requires Premium Plus Package. Not available with Driver Assistance
Package. Not available on Hybrid models.

Forward Collision Warning (FCW). Using the QX60’s sensor, this available feature helps alert the driver of an imminent collision by
providing a visual and an audible warning 15

Traction Control System (TCS)

QX60 3.5
AWD

®

® 23

Bose® Cabin Surround® 15-speaker sound system with digital 5.1-channel decoding • 20 x 7.5-inch, split 5-spoke aluminum-alloy
wheels with 235/55R20 all-season tires • Second- and third-row moonroof with power rear sunshade • Advanced Climate Control
System (ACCS) with auto-recirculation, Plasmacluster® air purifier and Grape Polyphenol Filter6 • Climate-controlled front seats
• Heated second-row seats (outboard only)

Shoulder room (inches)—3rd row

57.1

57.1

57.1

57.1

Hip room (inches)—Front

56.8

56.8

56.8

56.8

Hip room (inches)—2nd row

55.8

55.8

55.8

55.8

Hip room (inches)—3rd row

42

42

42

42

149.8

149.8

149.8

149.8

INDIVIDUAL OPTIONS29

Weight and Capacity
Overall passenger volume (cubic feet)

Remote power-opening of windows; closing via exterior door lock

•

•

•

•

Splash Guards (4-piece set)

Infiniti Vehicle Immobilizer System embeds an encoded transponder chip into the Infiniti Intelligent Key. The engine control
computer will not allow the engine to start without the correct key and transponder

•

•

•

•

Stainless Steel Rear Bumper Protector

Cargo volume behind 3rd-row seats in upright position (cubic feet)

15.8

15.8

15.8

15.8

Tow Package

Curb weight (lbs)

4,385

4,524

4,539

4,678

Vehicle Security System sounds alarm if intrusion is detected

•

•

•

•

Cargo Package19

Weight distribution (percent) (front/rear)

56/44

56/44

56/44

56/44

HomeLink Universal Transceiver offers control for compatible garage doors, estate gates and certain home/office lights

•

•

•

•

Stainless Steel Illuminated Kick Plates

Fuel capacity (gallons) Premium fuel recommended

19.5

19.5

19.5

19.5

Auto Hazard Warning Signal

•

•

•

•

Roof Rails19

®

Roof Rail Crossbars19 (Requires roof rails)

OPTION PACKAGES

Dual Head Restraint DVD Monitors

Premium Package Not available on Hybrid models.

DIMENSIONS

Bose® 13-speaker Premium Audio system, including AM/FM/CD/DVD with MP3 playback capability, Radio Data System (RDS) and
speed-sensitive volume control • Dual-occupant memory system for driver’s seat, steering wheel and outside mirrors, linked to
individual Intelligent Keys • Entry/exit assist for driver’s seat and steering wheel • Enhanced Intelligent Key memory stores an
occupant memory position, and last used audio, climate control, and navigation settings • Outside mirrors with reverse tilt-down
feature • Driver’s seat 2-way power lumbar support • Heated steering wheel • Remote engine start20

Exterior

Premium Plus Package Requires Premium Package. Not available on Hybrid models.
Infiniti Hard Drive Navigation System with 8-inch WVGA color touch-screen display, Lane Guidance and 3-D building graphics21
• Infiniti Voice Recognition for audio, navigation, and vehicle information systems • NavTraffic with Real-Time Traffic information12
• NavWeather with Real-Time Weather and 3-day forecast 12 • Infiniti Connection,™ including 1-year subscription for all security and
convenience services26 • Around View® Monitor with Moving Object Detection and Front and Rear Sonar System8,9 • Streaming audio
via Bluetooth® wireless technology 11 • Single in-dash CD/DVD player • Rain-sensing front windshield wipers
Maple Accents Package Requires Premium Package or Hybrid Premium Package.

Coefficient of drag

0.34

0.34

0.34

0.34

Overall length (inches)

196.4

196.4

196.4

196.4

Overall width (inches)

77.2

77.2

77.2

77.2

Overall height (inches)

68.6

68.6

68.6

68.6

Wheelbase (inches)

114.2

114.2

114.2

114.2

Track width (inches)—Front

65.7

65.7

65.7

65.7

Track width (inches)—Rear

65.7

65.7

65.7

65.7

Maple interior accents
Theater Package Requires Premium Plus Package or Hybrid Premium Package.
Dual 7-inch color monitors for multimedia video playback • Two wireless headphones • Wireless remote control
• Auxiliary audio/video input jacks13 • 120V power outlet • Rear headphone jacks with volume control
Driver Assistance Package Requires Premium Plus Package or Hybrid Premium Package.
Intelligent Cruise Control (Full-Speed Range)10 • Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA)14 with Forward Collision Warning (FCW)15 • Blind Spot
Warning (BSW)23 • Backup Collision Intervention® (BCI®)5 • Distance Control Assist (DCA)27 • Active Trace Control (adjusts vehicle
braking and engine torque to help enhance cornering feel)28 • Eco Pedal (Requires Premium Plus or Hybrid Premium Package)
• Front and Rear Sonar System9

• Standard   Available

• Standard   Available

This brochure is intended for general descriptive and informational purposes only. It is subject to change and does not constitute an offer, representation or warranty (express or implied) by Nissan
North America, Inc. Interested parties should confirm the accuracy of any information in this brochure as it relates to a vehicle directly with Infiniti Retailer before relying on it to make a purchase
decision. Nissan North America, Inc., reserves the right to make changes, at any time, without prior notice, in prices, colors, materials, equipment, specifications, and models and to discontinue
models or equipment. Due to continuous product development and other pre- and post-production factors, actual vehicle, materials and specifications may vary from this brochure. Some vehicles
shown with optional equipment. See the actual vehicle for complete accuracy. Availability and delivery times for particular models or equipment may vary. Specifications, options and accessories
may differ in Hawaii, U.S. territories and other countries. For additional information on availability, options or accessories, see your Infiniti Retailer or visit Infiniti website. INFINITI names, logos,
product names, feature names, and slogans are trademarks owned by or licensed to Nissan Motor Co. Ltd., and/or its North American subsidiaries. Other trademarks and trade names are those
of their respective owners. ©2014 Infiniti.
1 Slide forward function should not be performed with the CRS occupied. 2 Available on select models. 3 2015 EPA Fuel Economy Estimates. Actual mileage may vary with driving
conditions. Use for comparison only. 4 Parking aid/convenience feature. Cannot completely eliminate blind spots. May not detect every object and does not warn of moving objects.
Always check surroundings and turn to look behind you before moving vehicle. 5 BCI will not detect every object, and speed limitations apply. Always check surroundings and turn to look
behind you before moving vehicle. See Owner’s Manual for details. 6 The Advanced Climate Control System with Plasmacluster air purifier helps scrub the air in the vehicle’s interior.
The system senses exterior odors, suppresses unpleasant interior odors, stops the inflow of external odors and helps keep the cabin smelling fresh, but does not always eliminate odors.
7 See Infiniti Towing Guide and Owner’s Manual for proper use. 8 AVM with MOD cannot completely eliminate blind spots and may not detect every object. MOD operates at vehicle speeds
below 5 mph. Always check surroundings and turn to look behind you before moving vehicle. 9 The Sonar System is a convenience, not a substitute for proper parking and/or backing
procedures. Always check that it is safe to do so before moving vehicle. May not detect every object. 10 Intelligent Cruise Control is not a collision avoidance system or warning device.
Designed to use limited braking. Failure to apply the brakes could result in an accident. 11 Availability of specific features is dependent upon the phone’s Bluetooth® support. Please refer
to your phone Owner’s Manual for details. Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by Infiniti is under license. 12 Required SiriusXM
Satellite Radio, NavTraffic and NavWeather subscriptions sold separately and are continuous until you call SiriusXM to cancel. Installation costs, one-time activation fee, other fees and
taxes will apply. NavTraffic available in select markets. Satellite Radio U.S. service and NavWeather service available only to those 18 or older in the 48 contiguous states and D.C. Fees
and programming subject to change. Subscriptions governed by Customer Agreement available at siriusxm.com. ©2014 Sirius XM Radio Inc. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are
trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. 13 Driving is serious business and requires your full attention. If you have to use the connected device while driving, exercise extreme caution at all
times so full attention may be given to vehicle operation. iPod is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. All rights reserved. iPod® not included. 14 IBA is not a collision avoidance system.
It may not provide warning or braking in certain conditions. Never rely solely on IBA. 15 FCW is intended to warn you before a collision occurs; it cannot prevent a collision. Speed and
other limitations apply. See Owner’s Manual for details. 16 LDW/LDP operate only when the lane markings are clearly visible. Speed limitations apply. See Owner’s Manual for details.
17 Air bags are only a supplemental restraint system; always wear your seat belt. Even with the occupant-classification sensor, rear-facing child restraints should not be placed in the frontpassenger’s seat. All children 12 and under should ride in the rear seat properly secured in child restraints, booster seats, or seat belts according to their size. Air bags will only inflate in
certain accidents; see your Owner’s Manual for more details. 18 Genuine Infiniti Accessories are covered by Infiniti's Limited Warranty on Genuine Infiniti Replacement Parts and Genuine
Infiniti Accessories for the longer of 12 months/12,000 miles (whichever occurs first) or the remaining period under the 4-year/60,000-mile (whichever occurs first) Infiniti New Vehicle
Limited Warranty. Terms and conditions apply. See Warranty Information Booklet for details. 19 Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Always secure all cargo. Heavy
loading of the vehicle with cargo, especially on the roof, will affect the handling and stability of the vehicle. 20 State laws may apply; review local laws before using. 21 Never program
while driving. GPS mapping may not be detailed in all areas or reflect current road status. 22 Brake Assist is only an aid to assist the driver and is not a collision warning or avoidance
device. It is the driver’s responsibility to be in control of the vehicle at all times. 23 Blind Spot Warning/Blind Spot Intervention are not substitutes for proper lane change procedures.
The systems will not prevent contact with other vehicles or accidents. They may not detect every vehicle or object around you. 24 VDC, which should remain on when driving except
when freeing the vehicle from mud or snow, cannot prevent accidents due to abrupt steering, carelessness, or dangerous driving techniques. 25 TPMS is not a substitute for regular tire
pressure checks. 26 Driving is serious business. Only use Infiniti Connection™ and Infiniti Connection Plus services when safe to do so. Services, including automatic crash notification
and SOS, require an active subscription, and are dependent upon the telematics device being in an operative condition, its ability to connect to a wireless network, compatible wireless
network availability, navigation map data, and GPS satellite signal receptions, the absence of which can limit or prevent the ability to reach Infiniti Connection Customer Care or receive
support. Services require compatible 2G GSM/GPRS cellular network provided by AT&T. 2G cellular network not available in all areas and/or available at all times. Cellular technology is
evolving, and changes to cellular networks provided by independent companies are not within Infiniti’s control. AT&T has announced that on December 31, 2016, AT&T will terminate 2G
network availability. Like other devices that rely on 2G network coverage, once the 2G network is terminated, Infiniti Connection and Infiniti Connection Plus services will not function unless
equipment replacements, upgrades, or alternative 2G network coverage are available at that time, which Infiniti cannot guarantee. Infiniti is not responsible for associated costs that may
be required for continued operation due to cellular network termination (including equipment upgrades, if available, or roaming charges on alternative networks). Certain vehicle services,
including Google® compatible services, provided by independent companies not within Infiniti’s control and are subject to change without notice or liability to Infiniti and its affiliates
and agents. Complimentary 12 months subscription begins on your date of purchase. Subsequently, your credit card (if on file) will be charged at the then current subscription rate and
your service will continue for 1 year periods under the terms of your Subscription Agreement, or until 2G coverage is terminated on December 31, 2016 (if equipment upgrades or roaming
charges are not available by that date). Standard text rates and/or data usage may apply. Terms and conditions of Subscription Agreement apply. See InfinitiUSA.com for more information.
27 Distance Control Assist helps maintain a distance to the vehicle in front under certain conditions. Not a collision avoidance system. Failure to apply the brakes could result in an accident.
28 Active Trace Control cannot prevent accidents or loss of control. It is the driver’s responsibility to be in control of the vehicle at all times. 29 May require additional options or option packages.
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Bose is a registered trademark of the Bose Corporation. iPad is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.

PARTNERS IN THE INTENSE
The pulse races. Seconds split. Victories are won and lost. In Formula One, technology
and human ingenuity are pushed to the limit. Yet, success is ultimately a measure of the
passion that goes into every invention and is released every lap. This passion has led
Infiniti Red Bull Racing to become, in recent years, the most dominant force on track.

Infiniti is drawn to Formula One racing because it is engineering
genius applied purely to creating emotional excitement. A feeling
of exhilaration that extends from the track to the fans, to the culture
of Formula One, through our partner, Infiniti Red Bull Racing. The
heart and determination the team has shown has led them to four
Formula One Constructors’ World Championships in the last five
years. Our synergistic relationship is one that promises thrilling
new performance capabilities for both Formula One and Infiniti
vehicles. This exchange of both technology and ideas includes
input directly from our Formula One drivers—harnessing their
supreme driving senses to ensure every future Infiniti vehicle is
as dynamic as possible and ultimately, reinvigorating your drive.
Car shown is RB10/2014. Information and images correct at time of printing.

Ultimate luxur y is more than perfection. It is the feeling of
unrestrained joy that unleashes something special in your heart.
We at Infiniti believe there are times when reason should take
a backseat and emotion—pure and primal—should be the driver.
Tangibles play a part, of course: the sensual, flowing lines; the
smell of leather; the visceral roar of the engine. Established in 1989,
Infiniti has now grown to include sedans, coupes, convertibles,
crossovers and SUVs in its lineup and reaches across 50 countries
worldwide. Infiniti has generated respect as the provocateur brand
in the premium category, with a reputation for defying convention
and creating irresistible and provocative automobiles, engineered
with obsessive attention to detail. Our passion for ultimate precision,
exhilarating performance and that exuberant driving experience
is also manifested in the partnership that Infiniti established with
Red Bull Racing in 2011. All of which contributes to the feeling that
to drive an Infiniti is something special.

